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The Effects
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hh%uring the late 1980s, the Securities and
~ Exchange Commnsston (SEC) challenged
MW” the use of historical cost accounting for

financial instruments because this method
values these assets using the interest rate in

effect at the purchase date. Thus, it does not
reflect changes in values that arise from changes
in market interest rates. In a 1992 address to
the American Accounting Association, Walter
Schuetze, the chief accountant of the SEC,

claimed the magnitude of losses in the thrift
industry were increased by a lack of regula-
tory discipline made possible by the use of

historical cost accounting.° He argued that
regulators were able to avoid making deci-
sions about capital adequacy in the thrift
industry when estimates of the deficit in net
worth of the industry on a market value basis

were as high as $118 billion, because the net
worth of the industry on a historical cost basis

was positive. The experience in the thrift
industry, combined with the large number of
hank failures in the 1980s, caused former SEC

Chairman Richard Breeden to express concerns
that historical cost accounting might contribute
to even larger losses in the banking industry.2

In a 1990 letter, the SEC lobbied
accounting rulemakers to require financial
institutions to use market values when
accounting for securities investments.

The letter argued that historical cost accounting
produces information that is irrelevant to
valuing investment portfolios and provides
an opportunity for managers to manipulate
the numbers reported in financial statements.8

The Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB) responded by adopting Statement of
Financial Accounting Standards Number 115

(SEAS 115) in May of 1993. This statement
requires that investment securities be valued

using market interest rates, and requires that
equity accounts be adjusted to reflect changes
in these fair, or market, values.4

The adoption of this standard has
been controversial. Opponents of fair value
accounting have objected to the new standard
because it focuses on a single type of asset.
Bankers and regulators have claimed that the
mismatching caused by ignoring concurrent

changes in the values of other assets and
liabilities such as loans and deposits will
induce unrealistic volatility in bank equity.

Bankers claim that efforts to mitigate this
increase in volatility will result in reductions

in the proportion of assets held in investment
securities, the maturity of investments
held, and in the flexibility of investment

portfolio management.
These arguments were important in

the recent decision by regulators to exclude
the effects of SEAS 115 from the definition

of regulatory capital ratios. In addition,
bankers argue that the new standard will
not eliminate the opportunity to manipulate
the financial statements.

The arguments by both sides rely on

the assumption that actions by regulators,
investors, or depositors and creditors are
based strictly on the numbers reported in

the financial statements. This assumption
is important in the debate over the effects
of this accounting change because financial

statement disclosures contain the information
necessary to restate the investment account

from a cost- to a fair-value basis.
This article examines the adoption

of SEAS 115 by bank holding companies
to determine if a desire to influence the

His speech, mhich was

entitled ‘Relevance ard
Credibility in Finarcitl Accoantag
end Reporting,’ was g’mer ar
August 12, 1992, at theannual
meetnt of the American
Accaurtng Assaciafior.

2 See The WollStreet Journal

(September 27, 199D).

See The WallStreet Joumal

(September 14, 1 99D).

The FASt uses the term fair
ralue to include the market nalue
of Cams not traded an attire
secondary markets. See
SFAS IS, paragraph 109.
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numbers in the financial statements, including
reported equity volatility, affects investment
porcfoho management. The focus of this article
is on whether investment portfolio manage-
ment was changed by the adoption of SEAS
115. 1 did not attempt to verify the claims of
hankers and regulators that these changes will
reduce income earned froan investment secu-

rithes or increase exposure of the market value
of banks to interest rate changes. Evidence
in this article suggests that SEAS 115 did affect
investment portfolio tnanagement. and it

suggests the need for further research.
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In May of 1993, the FASB issued SEAS
115. which must be followed in fiscal years
beginning after December 15, 1993. The
standard could have been adopted at the end
of an earlier fiscal year if the annual financial
statements for that year were issued after May
of 1993. For bank holding companies whose
fiscal year ends in December, SEAS 115 could
be adopted as of December 31, 1993, or for
the year beginning January 1, 1994.

Prior to implementation of SEAS 115, debt
securities that banks intended and were able
to hold on a long-term basis were carried at
amortized cost with no adjustment for changes
in value resulting from changes in interest
rates. Equity securities and debt securities that
might be disposed of in theforeseeable future,
in contrast, were accounted for at the lower
of cost or market. This method requires chat
declines in the value of securities he recorded
as an adjustment to equity, but does not allow
increases in the value of these securities

above cost to he recorded. Sales of securities,
whether accounted for at amortized cost or
the lower of cost or market, resulted in a gain
or loss from the sale equal to the difference
between their sales price and their amortized
cost. This gain or loss was recorded in both
income and equity. Finally, debt securities
held for trading were recorded at their
market values.

Although most securities were recorded
in the financial statements at annortized cost

prior to adoption of SEAS 115, information
about the anarket value of these securities
was disclosed in the footnotes to the annual

reports. Typically, this footnote infonnation
was also provided on the face of the balance
sheet. The availability of information about

both the amortized cost and the market value
of invesnnent securities at both the beginning
and ending financial stateanent dates made it
possible for users of the financial reports to
restate the financial statements to the values
that would have been recorded if investment

securities were accounted for at market values.
SEAS 115 requires that each security he

placed into one of three portfolios depending
on the reason for acquiring the security and
on whether the security will be held to macu-
rity, resold in the near term, or available for

sale in soaue intermediate period. Accounting
for the income generated from these securities
and for the acquisition and sale of thesecurities
was not changed by SEAS 115 and is the same

regardless of the classification of the security.
The accounting treatment of unrealized
holding gains and unrealized holding losses

differs for the securities in each of these
three categories.

Securities held to maturity are debt secu-
rities that management intends to hold until
maturity. Securities in the held-to-maturity

portfolio are recorded at aanortized cost. No
unrealized gains are recognized. Unrealized
losses are recognized only if there is a large

and permanent decline in the fair value of
the security.

Held-to-maturity securities are allowed to
be sold or transferred to one of the other two
portfolios for the following reasons: deterio-
ration in issuer’s creditworthiness; change in

the tax law affecting the tax-exempt status
of interest on debt security; a major business

combination or disposition by the reporting
entity; change in regulation modifying per-
missible level of an investment; or significant

change in risk weights used in computing
risk-based capital. The following are not
acceptable reasons for selling or transferring

securities from the held-to-maturity portfolio:
change in market interest rates; need for liq-
uidity; change in yield on other investments;
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change in funding sources and terms; or a
change in foreign currency risk. In addition,
sales of debt securities are allowed if they
occur near enough to the tnaturity date so
that interest rate risk is substantially elimi-
nated as a pricing factor (for example, within
three months), or if they occur after at least
85 percent of the principle outstanding at
acquisition has been collected.5

The EASB has not established a penalty
for unauthorized sales or transfers of held-
to-maturity securities. Banks that make
unauthorized dispositions from this portfolio
will anost likely find it difficult to convince
auditors and regulators that they intend to
hold other securities to maturity. As a result,
these banks may be required to re-classify all
securities in the held-to-maturity portfolio
to one of the other two portfolios.

Trading securities are debt or equity
securities bought and held principally for
the purpose of selling them in the near term.
Trading securities are recorded at market
value with unrealized gains and unrealized
losses recognized in incomne. Thus, the
accounting treatment for trading securities
was not affected by SEAS 115.

Securities available for sale are debt or
equity securities not classified as trading
securities or as held-to-maturity. Securities
in the available-for-sale portfolio category
are recorded at market value with unrealized
gains and losses (net of tax) recorded as a
separate component of shareholder’s equity.
Changes in the market value of these securi-
ties are not recorded in income.
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Bank managers can use the investmnent
securities portfolio to achieve several objec-
tives. The investment portfolio provides
asource of interest income, collateral to secure
deposits and other liabilities, liquidity to meet
needs that arise from fluctuations in deposit
and loan halances, and cash flows from assets
that can be matched with those from liabilities
to reduce interest rate risk. In addition, to
the extent there are gains or losses on invest-
ment securities not yet recognized in either

equity or earnings, sales of investment securities
can provide managemnent with an opportunity
to influence reported equity or earnings.

Prior to SEAS 115, there were few
restrictions on the use of investanent securities
to achieve these objectives. Under SEAS 115,

use of securities classified as available-for-sale
is still unrestricted, bun, the virtual prohihition
of the sale of securities classified as held-mo-
maturity dramatically reduces the usefulness
of these securities in investment portfolio
management. FTeld-to-tnaturity securities

will still provide the bank with interest income,
but these securities will not be available to
manage liquidity or interest rate risk, or to
influence reported equity or earnings because
they can be sold only under very restrictive
conditions or with the penalty of re-classifying
this portfolio as available-for-sale. Without
some offsetting benefit, these severe restrictions
on the useof held-to-tnaturity securities suggest

that, bank managers would not choose to classify
any of their secterities in this portfolio. The

only advantage of classifying securities as
held-to-maturity rather than available-for-sale
is that unrealized gains and losses will not

he recorded in equity. The relative costs
and benefits of classifying securities as held-
to-maturity will depend on how actively
the investanent portfolio is mnanaged, and
how costly it is to include unrealized gains

and losses on investment securities in
reported equity.

In December of 1993, the Board of
Governors of t.he Eederal Reserve System
proposed that capital requirennents he

amended to include unrealized holding
gains and losses on securities available for

sale in Tier 1 capital,’ despite arguments
made by Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan that SEAS 115 would result in
a distortion of hank financial statements
and would erect harriers to effective interest
rate risk managemnent.r The proposal stated

that the amendment was consistent with
the intent of the requirement in the Eederal
Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement

Act of 1991 (EDICIA) that regulatory

See SFAS 115, paragraphs 8-11.

Tier I Capita( is dcired in the

Board a1 Goverrars nf the Federal
feserue System Copitol,4dequory
Guidelines as: Common equity,
qaaifyirg nancemalatva perpetual
preferred stock, and minority
interest less gaadunill and ether
intaagihie assets requimdto be
deducted from capital.

See Tha Wall Street Iuurnol
(Norember 8, 1990; and
January18, 1991).
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o larks imrest primarily in U.S.
Treasury and U.S. ogercysecumites,
which here virtually ma default isk.

accounting standards be no less stringent
than Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
(GAAP), and noted that including the unreal-
ized gainsand losses in Tier 1 capital would
affect prompt corrective action regulations,
brokered deposit restrictions, and the
risk-related insurance premiutn system.

Given the language used in the proposed
amendment to the capital requirements, it
seems reasonable that at the time bank man-
agers implemented SEAS 115, they would
have assumed that the resulting unrealized
holding gains or losses would be included in
Tier 1 capital. In November of 1994, however,
the Board of Governors decided not to include
the effects of SEAS 115 in Tier], capital. This
decision, which occurred after SEAS 115 had
been required for financial reporting purposes
for three quarters, may cause banks to adjust
their investment portfolio holdings.
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Eair value proponents have criticized
historical cost accounting because it provides
the potential for manipulation of the numbers
reported in the financial statements through
the sales of investment securities. This criti-
cism also applies to the fair value accounting

required by SEAS 115. The new standard
actually increases the potential for certain
types of manipulation.

SEAS 115 does not eliminate opportunities
to influence the numbers that are reported in
the financial statements. When this standard
was implemented, there was an adjustment

to equity equal to the after-tax net unrealized
gain or loss on the securities classified as
available-for-sale. This change provided
managers with a transitory ability to affect
reported equity. Eirst, managers could affect
the timing of this adjustment through the
choice of when to adopt the standard.
Second, managers can affect the amount
of the adjustment through the selection of

securities for classification as available-for-sale.
In addition, after SEAS 115 is in place,

managers will still be able to influence
reported earnings through the recognition
of gains or losses on securities sales. SEAS
115 reduces the restrictions on sales of secu-
rities classified as available-for-sale.

Eair value proponents also argue that
improving the measurement of the investment
securities account by using fair value rather
than historical cost accounting will improve
the measurement of equity. Although this
would certainly be true if the values of assets
and liabilities were uncorrelated, it need not
be the case when they are related. Changes
in interest rates primarily cause changes in
the market values of the investment securities
held by banks.n Changes in interest rates also

cause changes in the values of other hank
assets, such as loans, and changes in the
values of bank liabilities, such as deposits
and long-term debt. The values of these assets
and liabilities are therefore likely to move
together. This is especially true when the

investment portfolio is used to hedge the
effects of interest rate changes on equity.
Eor this reason, the volatility in reported

capital that will occur as a result of stating
only the investment portfolio at market value
may not be indicative of the true risk 0f the

bank. Eair value accounting will provide
managers with an incentive to reduce the
volatility in reported equity, assuming that
those who use financial statements do not
adjust for the effects of unrealized securities

gains and losses.
A number of theoretical and empirical

studies haveevaluated market value accounting
systems in which all assets and liabilities are
marked to market. Eor example, see: Berger,
King and O’Brien (1991.); Shaffer (1992); and
Mengle and Walter (1991). Partial market
value accounting, with only one category of
assets recorded at market value, has received

relatively less attention.
Two studies examining past changes

in the market value of banks’ investment

portfolios have concluded that the effects
of implementing SEAS 115 are likely to be
small. Barth, Landsman and Wahlen (1995)

document an increase in volatility of reported
equity during 1970-90, when changes in
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investanent securities values are included
in equity. They argue, however, that this

increase in volatility is not important to
investors or regulators. In a study of the effects

of market value accounting for investment
securities on regulatory discipline, Carey
(1995) reaches no conclusion about whether

regulatory discipline will be improved or
worsened, but does conclude that the effects
are hkely to be small. Both papers acknowledge

that there are limitations on the inferences
that can be drawn from past data, since bank
behavior will likely be different once SEAS
1,15 is in effect.

In contrast, Ernst and Young (1993)
report that more than half of respondents

to their survey anticipated altering their
investment behavior if SEAS 115 were adopted.
Ernst and Young (1994), however, report that

60 percent of the respondents to a follow-up
survey claimed to have actually changed their
investment strategies as a result of adopting

SEAS 1,15. More than 95 percent of respon-
dents in the origitmal survey claimed they

would shorten the unaturity of debt securities
held, and roughly 40 percent said they would
increase their hedging activity. In addition,

respondents said they might reduce the
proportion of assets held in investment
securities. In the follow-up survey, the

respondents said they had shortened the
maturity and duration of their portfolio
and had reduced their holdings of mnortgage-

hacked securities and mortgage derivatives.
The fraction claiming they would increase
their hedging activity was reduced to

roughly 10 percent.
Under SEAS 115, any change in the

after-tax net unrealized gain or loss on the

securities in the available-for-sale account
will result in an adjustanent to equity, resulting
in an increase in the volatility of the reported

equity balance. This volatility in reported
equity svill he higher as more securities are
included in the available-for-sale account and

the more sensitive these sectarities are to
changes in interest rates.

Bank managers who want to minimize
the increase in volatility of reported equity

that will result froan adopting SEAS 115 can
either classify securities as held-to-maturity
or change their investment security holdings

to minimize the effect on reported equity.
The second option can be achieved either by

reducing the proportion of total assets held
in the investment portfolio or reducing the

sensitivity of the value of investments held to
changes in interest rates. Since the sensitivity
of securities’ values to changes in interest rates
increases with their maturity, reducing the

maturity of the investment portfolio will
decrease the volatility in reported equity

caused by changes in the values of
available-for-sale securities.
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Bank holding company data during the
implementation period of SEAS 115 are used
to examine two aspects of investment portfolio

management. Eirst, I ask whether the deci-
sion about when to adopt this accounting

standard was affected by the transitory ability
to influence reported equity. Second, I explore
whether bank managers’ desire to reduce
volatility in reported equity affects the pro-
portion of assets held in investment securities,
the maturity of the investment securities held,

and the proportion of securities held in the
available-for-sale portfolio. A sample of hank
holding companies was identified from the

consolidated financial statement for the bank
holding companies report (ER Y-9C) filed
with the Eederal Reserve System during the

second quarter of 1993 through the first
quarter of 1994. In addition to the data
available from this file, information fi-om

the annual report footnote disclosures was
required to determine when SEAS 115 was
adopted and to obtain data on the proceeds

of sales from the investment portfolios.
Publicly traded companies are required

to file annual reports with the SEC. Therefore,
to be retained in the sample, the holding
company also had to he listed on the New York
Stock Exchange.. .American Stock Exchange,
National Association of Stock Deals Automated
Quotation System, or over-the-counter. This
nnatching resulted in a sample of 369 bank
holding companies as of December 31, 1993.
Bank holding companies were eliminated
from the sample if their annual reports could
not he obtained directly from the company
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Peer graup ciassiicatians, ahich
are outlined in A UseCs Guide
farthu Bunk Hr/ding Company
Peduratance Report, published
by the laard af Ganernars af the
Federal teserre System, are bank
holding companies with total assets
in billiuns of drllars: greater than
lOareingroap 1; bet,veen 10
and 3 are in gmnp 2; berwoan 3
and 1 are in graup 3; betmeen I
and 0.5 are in gmap 4; between
0.5 and 0.3 am in gmap 5; and
betmeer 0.3 and 0.15 are Ia
greap I.

or from the National Automated Accounting
Retrieval Services database. This requirement
resulted in the exclusion of 78 bank holding

companies. Bank holding companies were
also eliminated if they did not report the

proceeds from sales of investment securities,
and 40 hank holding companies failed to
report proceeds data.

Table 1 provides definitions of characteris-
tics used to analyze the effects of implementing
SEAS 115 by bank holding companies. Table 2

profiles hank holding companies included in
the sample by peer group.r As of September
30, 1993, the sample bank holding companies
had assets ranging from S157 million to
$221 billion, and are fairly evenly distributed
within the six peer groups represented. Due

to the exclusion of bank holding companies
with missing data, the average size of the
sample bank holding companies of S 10.921
billion is slightly larger than the average of
57.796 billion for all publicly traded hank
holding companies.

Many characteristics of hank holding
companies differ across peer groups. The
average leverage ratio decreases with average
bank holding company size, while the average
return on equity increases. SEAS 1.15 affects
reported equity and therefore will affect the
numerator of the leverage ratio and the
denominator of the return on equity. Both
the existence of interest rate contracts and
the average portfolio turnover are increasing
with hank holding company size. These
variables suggest that larger hank holdhng
companies are more active in liquidity and
interest rate risk management and therefore
may be affected nnore by SEAS 115. Slightly
more than 44 percent of sample hank holding
companies adopted SEAS 115 during the
fourth quarter of 1993. This fraction, although
different across peer groups.,, does not increase
uniformly with hank holding company size.

Table 3 compares the characteristics
of early and late adopters of SEAS 1.15. On
average, early adopters of SEAS 115 have lower
leverage ratios, higher past excess gains, and
investment securities with longer maturities.
Although earlyadopters decreased the fraction
of their assets held in the investment portfolio
and decreased the maturity of the securities
held in their investment portfolios more in the

fourth quarter of 1.993 and less in the first
quarter of 1994 than did late adopters, these
mean differences are not statistically significant.

C -

As of the end of 1993, 93 percent of
all publicly traded hank holding companies
had net unrealized gains in their investment
portfolios. By adopting SEAS 115 early, this

unrealized gain could he used to increase
reported equity. A probit model of the decision
to adopt SEAS 115 in 1993 rather than waiting
until 1.994 is estimated to determine if the
abihty to increase reported equity influences
the decision aboutwhen to adopt this standard.

The prohit model includes three variables
used to test \vhether the increase in reported
eqteity resulting from theadoption of SEAS 115
was important in the decision to adopt early.
Bank holding companies with lower leverage
ratios are predicted to he more concerned with
increasing reported equity and, therefore, more
likely to be early adopters. Similarly, bank
holding companies w’ith higher returns on
equity are predicted to he more willing to
report an increase in equity, thereby reducing
this measure of performance commonly used
by regulators and investors, Einally, hank
holding companies that have managed their
securities portfolios in the past to increase
reported equity are predicted to be more likely
to adopt SEAS 115 early.

Carey (1994) points out that a hank
can increase capital by selecting securities
for sale with an average unrealized gain larger
than theaverage for all securities in the invest-
ment portfolio. Past excess securities gains
are used to measure differences across bank
holding companies in their desire to boost
reported capital.

These variables are likely to he related to
other bank holding company characteristics
such as size and structure of the investanent
portfolio. The prohit model also includes
several control variables to capture other
factors that may be important in the decision
about when to adopt SEAS 115.

Implementation of SEAS 115 is likely to
require a change In investment management,
which nnay require a great deal of planning.
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Idenfificoflon of Characteristics

Early adoption 1 if SFAS 115 was adopted as of December 31, 1993, 0 otherwise

Leverage ratio the ratio of tier 1 capitol to total assetsas ofSeptember 30, 1993

Leverage ratio, I ifthe leverage ratio isabove the 75th percentile of sample bank holding companiesas of September
30, 1993; 0 otherwise

Leverage ratio 1 if the leverage ratio is between the 50th and 75th percentile of sample bank holding companies as of
September 30, 1993,0 otherwise

Leverage ratio I if the leverage ratio is between the 25th and 50th percenttle ofsample bank holding companies as of
September30 1993; 0 otherwise

Average leverageratio the average leverage ratio for the fourth quarter of1990 through the fourth quarter of 1992
Return on equity net income for the first three quartersof 1993 divided by equety as of September 30, 1993
Average return on equity the average Return on Equity for the third quarter of 1990 through the fourth quarter of 1992
Post porifobetumover the annual proceeds from sales of securities divided by the marketvalue of the securitiesaveraged

for 1990 1992
Post excess gains the overage of securities gains realized less the product of the net unrealized gains and the portfolio

turnover divided by assets for 1990 1992
Past goins securities gains realized dmvided by assets averaged for the fourth quarter of 1990 through the

fourth quarter of 1992
Unrealized holding gains the market value less the book value of investment securities divided by total assets as of

September 30, 1993
Interesr rate contracts I if an interest ratecontract was held as of September 30, 1993,0 otherwise

Investments the book value of investment securities maturing within I year divided by total assets asofJune 30, 1993
Investments, - the book value of investment securities maturing in more than 1 and less than 5 years divided by total

assets as ofJune 30, 1993
Investments the book value of investment securities maturing in more than 5 years divided by total assets as of

June 30 1993

lnvestment~ 0.5 (Investments n1 3Unvestmentsr r + 8 (Investments I

Investment the book value of investment securities divided by total assets

A Investmentea the change in InvestmentWA

A Investment the change in Investment

A Investment ~ A Investment a A Investment (tnvestment~

Available for sale the book value of securitie classified as available for sale divided by the book value of total investment
securities as of March 31, 1994

Peeri 1 for bank holding companies in Peer Group i 0 otherwise

Assumes that the maturity of securities in these categories equals ihe average of ihe minimum and maximum maturity far the category is consistent with
the assenption mode in the proposal to revise risk-hased cupitul standards to account far interest rate risk.

Some hank holding companies may he able swaps, forwards and ptmrchased options is
to respond to this new reporting requirement included to capture differences in how hank

more quickly than others. Indicator variables holding companies manage their interest rate
for the hank holding counpanies’ peer group risk, Bank holding companies that use interest
are included to control for these factors, and rate contracts to manage interest rate risk are
to control for other differences among bank expected to he more likely’ to alter their invest-
holding companies that depend on size such anent strategies as a result of SEAS 115. This
as differences in average capital ratios and may be important in the decision about when

differences in average return on equity. to adopt this accounting standard, Similarly,
An indicator variable for whether the variables measuring the maturity of the invest-

hank holds interest rate contracts such as ment portfolio are included since these
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Mean Value of Characteristics by Peer Group

Peer Group

variables may be important in explaining the
reaction to this accounting standard and, thus,
the decision about when to adopt SFAS 115.

/ A

Mean Value of Characteristics
of Early and Late Adopters of
SFAS 1 15

Variable Early Adopter tote Adopter

Leverage ratio 0075 0.083

Average leverage ratio 0.069 0077

Return on equity 0102 0080
Average return on equity 0.020 0.026

Post portfolio tumover 0174 0153

Unrealized holding gains 0007 0.008

Post excessgains (‘A) 0028 0.050

Interest rate contracts 0523 0336

Investments 0055 0061
Investments, , 0.091 0121

Investments 0.127 0092

Investment~, 1316 1127

Investment,

fourth quarter 1993 0.009 0.009
first quarter 1994 0070 0.041

A Investment

fourth quarte 1993 0001 0.007

first quo ter 1994 0,004 0.00
A nvestment

feurtkquarter 1993 0.005 0005

firstquarte 1994 0.060 0.039
Is i as~r C

Rc:ssu!ts

Table 4 shows the results of the probit
estimation of the decision to adopt SEAS 115
in 1993 versus 1994, including alternative
combinations of the explanatory variables.
Evidence consistent with SEAS 115 being
adopted early to increase reported capital
is provided by coefficients on the leverage
ratio, return on equity, and the past excess
gains recognized.

The significantly negative coefficient on
the leverage ratio indicates that companies
with lower capital are more likely to increase
their reported equity by adopting SEAS 115
early.° Sitnilar evidence is provided by the
coefficients on the indicator variables that
measure the percentile of the leverage ratio,
Companies whose leverage ratio falls in the
top 75th percentile were significantly less
likely than those whose leverage ratio falls
in the bottom 25th percentile to adopt SEAS
115 early. The same is true for those who fall
between the 50th and 75th percentile, although
the reduction in probability is lower for this
group. Those that fall between the 25th and
50th percentile are not found to be signifi-
cantly less likely than those in the bottom
25th percentile to adopt SEAS 115 early. The
coefficient estimates on these three indicator
variables suggest the decline in probability
of early’adoption is linearly related to the
increase in the leverage ratio.

The significantly positive coefficient
on return on equity provides further evidence
that the effect on reported equity of SEAS 115
is important in the elecisi on to adopt early’. :1

This suggests that companies performing well
in 1993 were more willing to have this measure
of performance reduced by the increase in
equity that occurred as a result of adopting
SEAS 115 early.

Finally, the positive coellicient on the
excess gains variable, which is significant when
the investment control variables are included,
suggests that companies that have boosted
reported equity’ in the past through the dis-
proportionate recognition of securities gains

FeDEnAL CeflievR BArex OF ST. Louis

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6

Assets Fonge 10.330 3.096 1,00/ 0.512 0.301 0.157
(billions) 221 .301 9.515 2.982 0.995 0.478 0.296
[Faction of sample 0.183 0.171 0.715 0.195 0116 0.120

Leverage ratio 0.070 0.019 0.079 0.084 0.083 0.084

Return on equity 0.121 0122 0.089 0.081 0.040 0.050

Early adaption 0.565 0.372 0.531 0.306 0.319 0.467

Interest rota contructs 1.00 0.721 0.278 0.143 0.069 0.133

Pasi portfolio turnover 0.252 0 156 0.151 0.150 0.129 0.104

greater tin 1.66. wiki ore sirafi

mart at the 5 perteat level for oat-

toiel tests art attic 10 perteat

level br twu-toiei tests, art corrsrd’
eyed to be stutstkoiy sigaifint.

Note: **C, and C indicate that the difference in the means
for early and late adopters is statistically different from nra
at the 0.0], 0.05 and 0.10 levels.
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Results of Probit Estimation of
Early Adoption Decision

Variable

Intercept 0.248 0.029 0.020
(2.389) (0.148) (0159)

Leverage ratio 3.630 2.766
2.768) ( 2.021)

Leverage.. . 0.162
2.700)

Leveroge, . 0.109
1.859)

Leveroge. .. 0.015
/ . . ( 0.266)

Return an equity 0524 0.415 0.438
(1.953) (1.73]) (1.600)

Unrealized holding gains 4.811
(1.000)

Past excess gains 31313 3/419 49.476
(1503) (1.604) (1.889)

Investments 0.385
(0.825)

Investments . 0.104
1894)

Investments,, 0338
(1214)

Interest rote contracts 0156
(2490)

Peer? 0.07/ 0.0/1 005i
1.26/)( 1.033)( 06/9)

Peer 3 0.032 003/ 0143
(0400) (0 5/0) (17371

Peer4 0091 0.081 007?
l 4501 163) (0238i

Peer 5 0.031 003/ 0.096
3.465~I 3500) (0.953’

Peer6 0005 U.UOn
L068) IOU]?] (1 118)

Menn predicted
rabab,Iito

i’Vi~odaptets 0.402 r .I0~ ~
awry cdopte~s 3.491 :1910 575’

rico a cut roLt~s
0.657 36?6’ 0h69

Puerto Phi 6955 /203 12071

iari//are more likely to adopt SEAS 115 early to
increase their reported equity during 1993.

The coefficients reported in Table 4
provide estimates of the changes in probabihty
of early adoption of SEAS 115, given changes
in the corresponding variable. Therefore, a
coefficient of -2.766 on the leverage ratio indi-
cates that increasing the leverage ratio from
the Peer 1 group average of 0.070 to the Peer
6 group average of 0.084 would result in
roughly a 3.9 percent decline in the proba-
bility of adopting SEAS 115 early. Similarly,
a coefficient of 0.438 on return on equity
indicates that decreasing the return on equity
from the Peer 1 group average of 0.127 to the
Peer 6 group average of 0.050 would result
in roughly a 3.4 percent decline in the prob-
ability of adopting SEAS 115 early.

Once other characteristics have been
controlled for, the size of the bank holding
company generally does not appear to be
important in the decision to adopt SEAS 115
early, although hank holding companies in
Peer group 3 are more likely than those in
Peer group 1 to adopt early. The only other
variables that are significant in explaining

the early adoption decision are the amount
of securities anaturing in more than one year
and less than five years, and the existence
of interest rate contracts. Inclusion of these
variables does not alter the conclusions drawn
froon the coefficients on the other variables

included in the estimation.
The mean predicted probability of

adopting SEAS 115 early is significantly higher

for early’ adopters than for late adopters for all
three probit models estimated. In adchtion, the
fraction of bank holding companies correctly

classified as early versus late adopters for all
three prohit models is significantly-better than
the fraction that would be cooreetlyr predicted

by assuoning that the probability equals the
mean proportvon in the sample.

c•H.ANGflIN INVESTMENT
t~i5’4i~Or/C”’a’C/*0i Yva~CvCan~,rCCe /Av~a~~Ccvo~

Regression models using three different
measures of changes in invesnnent security
holdings are estimated to determine if changes

in the investment portfolio are made in the
quarter that SEAS 115 is adopted. The

Notes: t-statistics are provided in parentheses, and and
indicate statistical significance at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels in
either the difference in means for early and late adapters, or
in the difference between the fraction carrectly predicted and
the prapartion of early versus late adapters in the sample.

For the modal preseated in the

third alamo, the macIfitieat or

this variable is orly sigafitaat
at the 6 pereaa level asiog
oat-tailed, test.
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yr See Greeoa (1993) for a distossioe

tb the tompototioa of the selfselee
too variable that toyretts lot the
troatotioa ir tine distnibotiors of

observed depeodeot vaniohles
mher there is selb-seletieo
iato treatmeat Iraops.

first measure examined is the change in
the maturity-weighted investment portfolio.
This variable measures both changes in the
proportion of assets held in investment
securities and changes in the maturity of
the securities held. The second measure
examined is the change in total investments.
This variable measteres only the change in the
proportion of assets held as securities, ignoring
changes in the maturity of the securities. The
third measure is an adjusted maturity-weighted
tneasure designed to eliminate changes in the
weighted maturity of the portfolio that occur
onerely due to changes in the proportion of
assets held in investment securities.

These three measures provide information
on the overall change in investment security
holdings and the two components of that
change. Changes in the investment port-
folio may occur for reasons other than the
accounting change, such as changes in interest

rates. Determining the expected change would
require a comprehensive model of investment
portfolio management. If the change in invest-

ment portfolio holdings associated with this
accounting change occurs in the quarter that
the standard is adopted, then the bank holding

companies that did not adopt SEAS 115 during
the quarter can be used as a control group.
If the non-adopters provide a measure of
the changes that would have occurred in

the absence of the accounting standard,
then the difference between the adopters

and non-adopters can be used to deteranine
the change due to the accounting standard.
This is a comonon approach used to study
treatment effects and program effectiveness.

A common problem in these studies is
that participants often choose the group that

they are in and therefore may he different for
reasons other than the treatonent or program.
In this case, the period of adoption of SEAS

1 [5 is not randoen and early adopters are
different in a variety ofways from late adopters.
Correction of the self-selection bias that results
requires that these differences in characteristics
he used to predict who will choose to be
included in each group. The estimates from
this prediction model can then be used to
construct a variable that corrects for the bias
that occurs because we cannot observe the
values of the dependent variables for the

alternative choice. This self-selection variable
is computed using the predicted probabilities
from the prohit estimation of early adoption
of SEAS 115 in the last column in Table 4i1

The coefficient on this variable can be used
to determine if the conclusion drawn from
the estimation would have been affected
by a self-selection bias.

The importance of reducing reported
equity volatility is measured using the average
leverage ratio and the average return on equity.
The cost of increasing equity volatility is
assumed to be negatively related to the level

of these ratios and, therefore, the lower the
average leverage ratio and average return on
equity, the greater the expected reduction in
the maturity of the investment portfolio.

Several control variables are also included
in the regression to capture other factors that
may he important in explaining the change in

investment portfolio holdings. Since changes
in maturity may depend on the initial matutity,
the weighted average maturity of the invest-
ment portfolio at the end of the second quarter

of 1993 is included in these regressions. In
addition, the size of the hank holding company
may be ionportant in explaining the desired

holdings. Peer group dummy variables are
also included as control variables, Einally,
the desired investment portfolio holdings
may depend on the hank holding company’s
hedging activity and, therefore, an indicator
variable for the existence of interest rate
contracts is included.

csrgmanon
Table 5 reports the results of the analysis

of change in investment portfolio holdings for

the fourth quarter of 1993 and Table 6 reports
the results for the first quarter of 1994. Three
regression tnodels are estimated, The signifi-
cantly negative coefficient on the early adoption
dummy in the fourth quarter of 1993, and
the significantly positive coefficient on that
variable in the first quarter of 1994 for the
maturity-weighted and total-investments
equations provide evidence that hank holding
companies reduced both the proportion of
assets held in the investment portfolio and
the maturity of those investments in the
quarter that they adopted SEAS 115.

FEDERAL RESERVE RANK OF ST. LOUIS
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Estimation Results for Changes in
Investment Security Holdings in the Fourth
Quarter of 1993

A InvestmentWA A Investment A lnvestment~,,

0.283 0.035 0.243
(2949) (2.122) 2.815)

0.318 0.045 0.265
2.540) ( 2.922) ( 2404)

0.209 0025 0.178
(2.662) (2608) (2.589)
2.366 0301 1924

1 2.569) I 2441) C 2314)

0.815 0.016 0653
(1.815) (0.258) (1652)
0.034 0038
2.034) ( 2138)

0.031
1 2.034)

0029 0.011 0.01/
0.630) (2.21/) (0.41/I

0.02’l 0.001 0.03]
10.183) 1 0.131) (0.72/)
0.07] 0.019 0.057

(1.284) (2.568) (1172)
0.021 0.017 0.014

(0.43/) (2.266) (0.279)
0159 0038 0112
(2.549) (4495) (2035)
0.083 0.025 0059

(1.298) (2891) (1036)
8.3/ 1103 /43

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS

Variable

Intercept

Early adaption

Self selectian

Averoge leveroge ratio

Average return on equity

Investment,,

Investment

Interest rate contract

Peer 2

Peer 3

Peer 4

Peer 5

Peen 6

Adj RI.)

Given a weighted-average maturity of
the investment portfolio onJune 30, 1993,
of 1.21. the coefficient of -0.318 on the early
adoption variable reported in column one
indicates approximately a 27 percent decrease
in the ratio of the maturity-weighted invest-
ment securities to assets resulting from the
adoption of SEAS 115. Part of this decline is
due to a decrease in the proportion of assets
held in the investment portfolio. A coefficient
of -0.045 on the early adoption variable in the
regression examining the change in the ratio
of invesnnent securities to assets implies a
16 percent dechne in the size of the investment
portfolio, given an average ratio of investment
securities to assets of 28 percent at the end
ofJune 1993.

The significant coefficient on the self-
selection variable indicates that the estimates
would be biased if this variable were not
included. In addition, the sign on the coeffi-
cient on this variable indicates the direction
of the bias on the early adoption variable if
the selectivity correction were omitted, The
positive coefficients on the self-selection
variable in the fourth quarter of 1993 regres-

sions imply an upward bias on the coefficient
on the early adoption variable without the
selectivity correction, indicating that the
estimated change in the investment portfolio
holdings for the early adopters would have
been understated. The opposite is true for
the first quarter of 1994 regressions.

The significantly negative coefficient
on the average leverage ratio in the fourth
quarter of 1993 provides evidence of cross-
sectional differences in the concern over

increased capital volatility resulting from the
adoption of SEAS I 15. I find little evidence
that the average leverage ratio was important

in explaining the change in investment port-
folio holdings in the first quarter of 1994.
In addition, I find little evidence that the
average return on equity is important in
explaining the changes in either quarter. a

Once other factors have been controlled
for, the size of the bank holding company
generally does not appear to he important in

explaining the change in the maturity of the
investment portfolio, although these variables
are important in explaining the change in the
proportion of assets held in the investment

Nate: t-statistics are provided in parentheses.

portfolio. In the fourth quarter of 1993, the

weighted average maturity of the investment
portfolio is important in explaining the change
in the maturity, while the existence of interest
rate contracts is important in explaining the
change in the first quarter of 1994.

urn in of Portfolio Rostructortog

To test the reasonableness of the
assumption that changes in investment

portfolio holdings are macIc in the quarter
that SEAS 115 is adopted rather than before

or after, I compare the proceeds from securities
sales during 1993 for bank holding companies
that adopted in 1993 versus those that adopted
in 1994. 1 also compare annual rather than

a The regressioos mere also estimated

alloeviog the toellitieats on the
averoge It-eraga ratio mmd the
averaga ratuao 00 eqoity to bedl
fereot for early aod late odapters.
These coeflicieets went statistcolly
sigaiitmmtonly for the leverage
rota in the booth q000ter oil 993,
and the cooclosions drown oboot
changes in the iovestmeot portfolio
in tie qtortar of odopton of hAS
115 mere vathooged esing this
speciicotioo.
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Tin largest t’statisic bond in these
esimsions was 1.315 and gener-
oily the t-stmtsflcs mere less thor 1

A lnvestmentWA A Investment A lnvestmentAWA

—-0.052 —0.022 -—0.002
(—0.468) (—1.598) (—0.016)

0.263 0.032 0.181
(1.851) (2.050) (1.402)

—0,153 —0.019 —0.103
(—1.725) (—1.947) (—1.282)

—0311 0138 —0490
(—0288) (1054) (—0500)

—0311 —0022 —0222
(—0481) (—0282) (—0379)

0.000 —0.002
(0016) (—0105)

—0024
(—1396)

—0084 0000 —0076
(—1576) (—0069) (—1567)

0093 0009 0079
(1682) (1341) (1567)
0071 0009 0064

(1120) (1186) (1115)

0092 0012 0070
(1462) (1517) (1223)
0002 0005 0002

(0029) (0575) (0028)
0051 0009 0048

(0.667) (0.987) (0.694)
228 —040 123

quarterly proceeds because only annual
proceeds are disclosed in the financial state-
ments. If early adopters change investnnent

portfolio holdings during 1993, then, cor-
recting for the self-selection bias, these hank
holding cotnpanies should have higher
proceeds duting this period. Eorproceeds
on sales of investment securities, I conduct

a regression analysis similar to the analysis
for changes in investment portfolio holdings.
The results of the regression analysis of

turnover of the investment portfolio in 1993
indicate that controlling for past portfolio
turnover, bank holding company peer group,

and the self-selection bias, early adopters
had a higher portfolio turnover in 1993 than
late adopters. The results of this regression

provide some support for the assumption that

changes in the investment portfoho were made
in the period when SEAS 115 was adopted.

In addition, the regressions performed
during the period of the accounting change
are also estimated for the same quarters during
1991 and 1992. Einding no significant dif-
ference in the change in investment portfolio
holdings during these early periods for com-
panies that adopted SEAS 1.15 early versus
those that did not would provide reassurance
that any differences found during the SEAS
115 adoption period are actually attributable

to the accounting change. In the estimation
of the equations reported in Tables 4 and 5
for the same quarters in 1991 and 1992, 1
find no evidence of differences between the
early adopters and other companies.’°

non,rys-ncwgnayt. lorE rErarr0ra.no:rec~a~?rv*vs: ~~~.4rv*#nl ‘vrv~ ,iaE’n,vsnav
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An alternative approach that can be used
to reduce the volatility in reported equity that
results from the adoption of SEAS 115 is to
reduce the proportion of securities classified
as available-for-sale, A regression model is
estimated to examine how the desire to
nnaintain flexibility in investment portfolio
nnanagement and to reduce volatility of

reported capital affects the proportion
of investment securities classified as
available-for-sale,

The importance of liquidity and interest
rate risk management is measured using past
portfolio turnover. The benefit of being able
to sell investnnent securities for liquidity or
interest rate risk management is assumed to
he higher for hank holding companies, the
more active their management of the invest-

ment portfolio has been, Portfolio turnover
is used to measure the level of portfolio
managetnent activity. Bank holding companies

with higher portfolio turnover are expected
to classify a larger proportion of their invest-
ments in the available-for-sale portfolio.

The importance of influencing reported
earnings through the sale of securities is
aneasured using the past excess securities

gains recognized. The benefit of being able
to recognize gains on the sale of securities

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS

p
Estimation Results for Changes in
Investment Security Holdings in the First
Quarter of 1994

Variable

Intercept

Early adaption

Self-selection

Average leverage ratta

Average return on equity

Investment,,

Investment

Iritenest rote contract

Peer 2

Peer 3

Peer 4

Peer 5

Peer 6

Ad). R’(d~)

Note: t-statistics are provided in parentheses.
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to influence earnings is assumed to he higher
for bank holding companies that recognize a
disproporthonate amount of gains on security
sales. Excess securities gains recognized are
computed as the difference between the ratio
of recognized gains to the market value of
investment securities, and the ratio of unreal-
ized gains to the market value of investment
securities multiplied by the portfoho turnover.
This measure assumes that in the absence of
earnings, management gains will be recognized
in proportion to the unrealized gains. The
average past securities gains recognized are
used as an alternative measure of the desire
to influence reported earnings through the
recognition of gains on securities sales,

As for the change in investment portfolio

niatuo’ity regression, the importance of reducing
reported equity volatility is measured using the
leverage ratio and return on equity. The cost
of increasing equity volatility is assumed to he
negatively related to the level of these ratios
and, therefore, the proportion of securities
classified as available-for-sale is assumed to be
positively related to the level of these ratios.

I also include several control variables

in the regression to capture other factors that
may be important in explaining the proportion
of securities classified as available-for-sale,
Since the sensitivity of the investment portfolio
value to changes in interest rates will depend
on the timing of cash flows from the securities
held, I include a measure of the maturity of
the investment portfoho. In addition, the size
of the bank holding company maybe impor-
tant in determining how active the investment
portfolio management is, and may also be
related to the other measures included in the

regression. Therefore, I add peer group
dummy variables as control variables.

Table 7 reports the results of regression

analysis of the proportion of securities classi-
fied as available-for-sale, The results show
that reducing volatility in reported capital as
well as maintaining flexibility in managing
liquidity and interest rate risk, and in influ-

encing reported earnings are important in
deciding what proportion of securities to
classify as available-for-sale,

•fl.~).no

Estimation Results for Proportion of
Securities Classified as Available-for-Sale

0.254
(2.399)
1.830

(1.480)
2.035

(2.139)

13.142
(2.244)

0.462
(3.407)
0.666

(1.506)
—0.115

(—0.393)
0.317

(1.397)
—0.072

(—1.016)
—0.039

(—0.564)
0.003

(0.046)
—0.036

(—0.442)
—0.057

(—0.647)
2.78

Note: t-statistics ore provided in parentheses.

The significantly positive coefficient on
portfolio turnover suggests that bank holding
companies that have more actively engaged
in liquidity and interest rate risk management
in the past classify a higher fraction of their
investment securities in the available-for-sale
portfolio.” Similarly, the significantly positive
coefficient on excess gains on securities sales
indicates that bank holding companies that
have used gains on the sale of securities to
influence reported earnings and capital in the
past classify a higher proportion of securities
as available-for-sale. The positive coefficients
on both the leverage ratio and return on equity

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST. LOIJEE

Variable

Intercept

Average ie’:erage ratio

Average return on equity

Positive post excess gains

Post excess gains

Post gains

Past portfolio turnover

Investment

Investment

Investment

Peer 2

Peer 3

Peer 4

Peer

Peer 6

Adi. RPm)

0.258
(2.434)
1.883

(1.520)
2.007

(2.108)

12.451
(2.104)

66.574
(0.850)
0.398

(2.560)
0.675

(1.524)
—0.213
—0.677)

0.249
(1.033)

—0.062
(—0.863)

—0.030
(—0.423)

0.007
(0.098)

—0.029
(—0.351)

—0.054
(—0.615)

2.66

0.218
(2.053)
1.825

(1.492)
2.333

(2.458)
39.735
(2.431)
1.524

(0.203)

0.338
(2.354)
0.741

(1.689)
—0.080

(—0.277)
0.360

(1.5 96)
—0.074

(—1.053)
—0.036

(—0.522)
0.005

(0.072)
—0.036

C— 0.445)
—0.048

C— 0.553)
4.84
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For tie madel presented in tie
tiind cnlumn ob mile 7, tie ceefi’
tient en tiis entiaibe is enly signifi’
tnnt me tie 7 pnntent lenel nsing a
one-tailed test.

suggest that hank holding companies with
more capital and higher earnings are more
wilhng to incur the increased volatility in
reported equity that will occur when a higher
fraction of their investments are included in
the available-for-sale portfolio. The coeffi-
cients on the average leverage ratio, however,
are only significant at the 7 percent level
using a one-tailed test.

The size of the bank holding company
and the maturity of the investment portfolio
are generally not important in explaining
the proportion of securities classified as
available-for-sale.

Bank managers and regulators have
opposed the adoption of SEAS 1,15, claiming
that the increased volatility in reported equity
caused by this accounting standard is not
indicative of true volatility in equity and will
causebank holding companies to alter their
investment portfolio management. In addition,
they have argued that banks will continue to
have opportunities for manipulating the num-

bers reported in the financial statements.
Based on hank holding companies’

response to the implennentation of SEAS 115,
this article provides several pieces of evidence
that suggest that hankers’ and regulators’
concerns about the impact of SEAS 115 are
well-founded, The decrease in both the pro-
portion and maturity of investment securities
held in the quarter when SEAS 115 was

adopted, and the reduction in the proportion
of securities classified as available-for-sale
as hank holding companies’ average leverage
ratio and average returrt on equity decline
indicate that concerns about volatility in
reported equity induced by SEAS 115 led to
a change in investment portfolio management.

The importance of the leverage ratio

and return on equity in the decision to adopt
SEAS 115 early, and the higher proportion

of securities classified as available-for-sale if
excess securities gains have been recognized
in the past indicate that management can
still influence the numbers reported in the
financial statements under SEAS 115, Man-

agement of the investment portfolio under
SEAS 115 appears to be affected both by a

desire to reduce the volatility in reported
capital and the desire to maintain flexibility
to influence reported earnings through the
recognition of gains on security sales.

If the documented changes in investment
portfolio managennent continue, they cottld
have important consequences for the banking
industry and the economy. Although no
attempt is made in this article to assess how
costly these changes will be, shortening the
maturity of the investment portfolio may
result in a reduction in the interest income
ean’ned by bank holding companies or may
increase their interest rate risk. Reduction
of the flexibility to sell securities from the
held-to-maturity portfolio may increase
the cost of managing liquidity and interest
rate risk. Reduced flexibility in liquidity
management could make banks unable to
meet increases in loan demand, thereby
decreasing the availability of credit, Increased
exposure to changes in interest rates could
make the banking industry more volatile,

Even in the absence of changes in the

investment portfolio, including the effects of
SEAS 115 in regulatory capital could be costly
if hank holding companies must maintain
additional capital or if regulatory actions are
taken against viable hank holding companies
as aresult of thechange in accounting method.
The recent decision by regulators to exclude
the effects of SEAS 11.5 from the definition of

regulatory capital ratios may lead to further
changes in investment portfolio management
that will ameliorate these effects,
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